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Revolutionizing the Materials & Handling Industry

The EZ Does It Cart can transform into many carts. It weighs 10 lbs, and can carry 300 lbs.
over various kinds of terrains, and it will not rust. Expands and collapses, double-stacks and
two or more carts can be connected together for more lengthy items.

Katy, TX (PRWEB) May 28, 2006 --The EZ Does It Cart could revolutionize the materials handling industry.
This lightweight cart was designed to do the job of several different carts and caddies! It can transform into a
wheel barrow, a two-wheel dolly, a flatbed cart, a rolling garden seat, and a luggage or log hauler.

The EZ Does It Cart expands to fit several size ice chests, pet carriers, or large boxes. It can also collapse for
easy storage, and its large wheel footprints allow hauling heavy items over sandy, rocky, or muddy terrains. It is
made of a special blended plastic, (ABS/ Polycarbonate) for strong tensile strength in various climates. It can be
used as a beach cart in the hot sand, or a log hauler in the snow.

This cart was designed for adult use. It has applications for gardening, moving, transporting commercial
chemicals or paint, fishing, hunting, camping, sporting events, exhibitors, coaches, and teachers. It can also be
used to carry out trash cans or haul groceries for the elderly. The cart does not add much weight to what the
user is hauling. This cart has many applications.
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appears here - PRWeb ebooks - Another online visibility tool from PRWeb

Contact Information
Jack Clark
EZ DOES IT CART, INC.
http://www.ezdoesitall.com
1-866-730-2278

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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